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While Lukas was working on his boxing techniques Karlos
(18) entered the room. Karlos got excited on the things that
were happening at Fightplace. So he wanted to know more.
Lukas was annoyed and so the Newbie had so feel that. He
always showed his well trained body and presented his big
muscles. Seems like he felt better then any other one. Karlos
is not that delighted with Lukas&#39; ego and just thought:
&quot;What does this idiot want from me? He is about one
feet smaller then me. If we&#39;re getting in trouble, I can
easily beat the hell out of him.&quot; Lukas is a very good
boxer, but then we discovered that Karlos is able to do this,
too. But is Karlos able to wrestle? Both of them want to find
that our in the basement. Is the size everything or could Lukas
win this fight with all of his expereance? Both of them are
Street-Fighters. You can notice that, because of they always
began their rounds with hot Box Sessions until they continued
with the true fight. When they fall down the ground, the wheat
seperated from the chaff. We noticed immeditely who
dominated this fight. Lukas is the more experianced fighter,
who is able to restrict Karlos with his painful Scissors and
SchoolBoyPins. He had to lern this moves of wrestling first.
Lukas enjoyed his advantage. He always posed to present his
big muscles while he sat on him. This is why Lukas is just the
better juggler with more technique. So Karlos has to
confrontate both Scissors, Pins and Bitchslaps and has to
learn what a true Wedgie are. Sometimes he was able to turn
that fight, so we&#39;re able to notice that he is able to show
more. For sure the revange of them is coming. But we really
don&#39;t know if Karlos would fight until this day, to learn
more moves and tricks. We will wait for this day, because
Lukas would not have a fight which proceeds like this one.
Against the Mexican Boy.
Play length approx - 59 min.

Price : 25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Mexican Boy :
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Download HD, DVD Shipping.
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